Prologue

OUR VISION
In a connected world, where communication has become the backbone
of our daily lives, G&S SatCom strives for the most innovative, valuegenerating and resourceful solutions. We empower our partners to enter,
define, or create new markets with our revolutionary solutions, giving
them a persistent edge over their competitors.
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G&S SatConnect®

THE ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION FOR
YOUR SATELLITE NETWORKS

Product Management

Automated Provisioning

Customer Management

Monetize your services! Extensive

Select a template, choose your

Organize your business and

upselling opportunities, integrated

subscription, apply the terminal

customers in new ways, benefit

right into your existing platform.

to your network in seconds.

from multi-tenancy capabilities.

Customer Portal

Billing

Subscription Builder

Full-featured customer portal right

Automate your billing process

Combine multiply services to

off-the-shelf including custom

with a seamless integration into

tailored offerings that precisely fit

branding and multi-lingual support.

your existing back office.

your customers’ requirements.

(Group-) Fair Access
Policies

Monitoring & Analytics
A quick at-a-glance overview or

Multiple Networks,
One Platform

Automatically throttle a terminal

a comprehensive report of all

Manage all your networks in

– or an entire group of terminals –

details: G&S SatConnect gives

one platform. Drastically reduce

based on customizable FAP rules.

you precisely what you need.

your time-to-market by simply

®

activating a new network.

24/7 Support Service
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Reseller Support

Notification Manager

Dedicated support team with

Provide your resellers a

Powerful notification manager

highly skilled engineers available

comprehensive portal to manage

for trigger-based messages

24/7 at your convenience to

their services and customers

via various channels in multiple

support you and your team.

with ease at no extra cost.

languages and custom brandings.
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Product Management

Occasional Use

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
REDEFINED

Instantly start and stop

Contract Automation
Automatically suspend services
at defined times or schedule
a switch to another plan; set

services at any time, giving
your customers full flexibility
to use your services whenever
they are most needed.

a minimum contract duration;

It’s the core of your success, the one aspect that

to optimize your product catalogue and match your

makes or breaks your business: a product portfolio

customers demands.

and much more.

that precisely matches your customers’ requirements
and enables you to swiftly adapt to new requirements

With this new approach to managed service networks,

at lightning speed. In a fast-paced world with an ever

it has never been easier to outperform the market

changing environment, your competitive edge depends

and be the leading provider of satellite services. The

on your ability to stay ahead of the market. Now, with

out-of-the-box

G&S SatConnect , your product management is taken

more

to the next level.

G&S Marketplace, is a unique value-add that will shape

®

powerful

direct

sales

through

the

model,

made

integration

even

of

the

the future of the satellite industry. By drawing from – and
In a revolutionary step, G&S SatConnect streamlines

improving on – features that have long been standard in

your product management process with powerful

other communication industries, G&S SatConnect® lifts

tools and a minimum of configuration effort. Deliver

the satellite industry to a new level in terms of product

your products with zero time-to-market to any vertical

management and service delivery. Join the age of

via any sales channel. Each product can be assigned

managed services with the most powerful solution in

to specific customer categories, including direct

the industry – G&S SatConnect®.

®

end-customers. Measure your portfolio’s success

FAP Support
Configure data rates and volume
limitations, pool multiple terminals under one service offering

Full Billing Support

and top-up throttled terminals

Integrate G&S SatConnect®

for continued service.

with your billing system for
automated billing, including
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Product Manager

Product Reporting

G&S Marketplace

Powerful features to create

Analyze your portfolio’s

Create new revenue streams with

custom products with zero time-

performance to identify successful

this direct-to-customer channel

to-market. Integrates seamlessly

products and expand your

through value-added service or

with your billing system.

business in areas that thrive.

leveraging partner offerings.

top-ups and pay-as-you-go.
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Notifications

Flexible Intervals

FAP / Quota Management

Define precisely when your

MAXIMIZE YOUR
NETWORK VALUE!

FAP rules apply and at what
times your customers may

Define when customers receive

consume data without worry-

a notification that they are

ing about their allowance.

approaching their allowance
limit to encourage a top-up for
continued service.

It’s a simple, yet often neglected truth: using existing
resources to their full potential is far more efficient
than adding new ones when a bottleneck occurs.
G&S SatConnect®’s FAP / Quota Management offers
unique features to maximize the value of your existing network capacity while keeping maintenance and
operational complexity low. This way you can grow your
business organically without running into bottlenecks.
In fact, with all of the comprehensive FAP features being
applicable not only to individual but entire groups of
terminals, G&S SatConnect® provides you the tools to
establish completely new business models. Building
on the extensive product management capabilities,
FAP / Quota Management facilitates an unprecedented
flexibility:

for

example,

configuring

volume-based

plans in the product manager and letting any number
of terminals draw from the allowance. In turn, each of
these individual terminals may have its own FAP rules as
well. G&S SatConnect® monitors which of the limitations
kick in first and, once the allowance has been used up,
either throttles just a specific terminal or the entire pool
automatically. Naturally, customers receive a configurable notification well in advance to encourage them to
top-up their allowance rather than just wait for the next
interval to start.

Billing Integration
Distinguish automatically
between included allowance
and overage, bill for every MB
consumed beyond the allo-

Compounded FAP Rules
Define volume allowances for
certain intervals (e.g., a month)

wance, and charge for top-ups.

G&S SatConnect®’s purpose is to simplify your operations while giving you powerful means to become the
best-in-class communications provider. Keeping the
entire business logic behind the scenes, e.g., to facilitate
automatic (un-)throttling of rate-limited terminals, while
offering compelling value-adds delivers on – and goes
beyond – this promise.

and create sub-intervals during
which additional limitations

Efficiency in satellite – G&S SatConnect®!

may apply (e.g., every week).
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Terminal Lifecycle Management

SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT
WORKFLOWS
Considered

center,

delay due to slow systems. Besides simple suspend /

G&S SatConnect®’s terminal manager hosts all essen-

to

be

the

operations

resume actions for occasional use, there are options

tial features to simplify your lifecycle management and

to configure minimum contract durations or schedule

increase operational efficiency. Clear, well-structured

a switch between products at any point in the future.

workflows guide you step-by-step through the provisioning process, drawing from pre-configurable temp-

It‘s

lates, sophisticated automatic IP assignment across

that

SVNs, and pre-defined products from the product

One-click actions (un-)mute your terminal if the regu-

manager. The entire provisioning process takes as little

latory requirements demand it, reboot your terminal if

as 60 seconds, allowing a level of scalability for your

issues occur, or reset its software. Most importantly,

network that is unprecedented.

whatever you do, the integration with the billing

these
make

small
the

but

immensely

terminal

helpful

manager

so

aspects
powerful.

system guarantees automatic status updates to the
As a matter of fact, scalability demands efficiency,

billing system and thus, accurate invoicing at any given

and G&S SatConnect® lifts your efficiency on a new

moment.

level. With its batch provisioning feature, expanding
your network by dozens of terminals at a time has

In

never been easier. Simultaneously, batch subscription

G&S Artisan manages the communication with the

changing makes switching between service offerings a

network, handles potential errors automatically, e.g.,

simple one-click action - for any number of terminals

in case of unavailable network services, and ensures

and even across multiple networks.

efficient process management.

Each of the terminal manager’s features is designed

The most powerful terminal lifecycle management

to empower you, reduce manual input and minimize

available – G&S SatConnect®!
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the

background,

the

orchestration

engine

Automated Provisioning

Lifecycle Features

Batch Provisioning

Automated provisioning within

(Un-)suspending or (un-)muting your

Provision any number of terminals

seconds allows you to continue

terminals, scheduling a switch between

at a time, making your network

working while G&S SatConnect®

products, and other handy features

growth quick and scalable as

adds your terminals to the network.

increase your operation’s efficiency.

you’ve never experienced before.
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Monitoring

DETAILED INSIGHTS,
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
Get

with

Alternatively, look at your terminals’ current real-time

G&S SatConnect®’s comprehensive and dynamic moni-

the

best

insight

into

your

network

location or historical trail, including the respective

toring features! Don’t dig for information, get it right at

operational state at that time, the product that was

your hands with at-a-glance overviews and in-depth

being utilized, and more. With the support for map

data analysis for meaningful evaluations.

overlays, either pre-configured such as beam footprints, or custom configured according to your needs,

With its feature-rich monitoring solutions, such as

you get a powerful tool to relate your terminal’s

freely configurable dashboards, map views, and group

position to context information. Most importantly, a

converts a host of infor-

weather overlay lets you identify whether current envi-

mation into easy-to-understand, yet comprehensive,

ronmental conditions may trigger connectivity issues

output. Having the right information available at the

in certain regions.

reports, G&S SatConnect

®

right time empowers your business processes and
might even show early indications of discrepancies

All of these and an abundance of additional features

or new trends. Thus, G&S SatConnect® is the base for

can be combined in G&S SatConnect®’s powerful

making solid decisions - based on facts.

dashboard.

Define

your

own

custom

dashboard

utilizing pre-configured widgets based on a variety
Find detailed and vital information such as your termi-

of data that match your specific needs. Share those

nals’ health status, traffic utilization and FAP usage, as

dashboards with others and choose whether they may

well as past and present product usage statistics in a

even make changes to the dashboard. The opportu-

concise report. Additionally, get a detailed combined

nities are endless, perfectly matching your individual

report across an entire product or across organiza-

requirements.

tions, including, heatmaps aggregating information
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when which product was used how much within the

There is power in information. G&S SatConnect®

organization.

uncovers its potential!

Inventory Explorer

Maps

Dashboard

Your entire network in a simple,

Live location tracking and historical

Custom dashboards matching

accessible overview. Health status,

positions with operational state

your individual needs provide

traffic utilization, FAP usage –

indication give you a unique

the right information at the

the all-in-one entry point.

view of your network.

right time – always!
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Customer Portal

ADAPTS TO
YOUR NEEDS
Create a unique experience for your customers. Grant
them access to G&S SatConnect®’s included customer
portal and empower them by providing access to its
sophisticated monitoring, terminal lifecycle management, and other features. Granular permission settings
with role-based access provide flexible access levels,
e.g., to allow just a read-access for basic customers
or full terminal lifecycle management for the more
involved customers.
A global multi-tenancy structure, incorporating any
object in the platform, isolates various customers
logically from one another without them ever learning
about each other. Additionally, you, as the portal’s
operator, may assign specific products or features to
each customer individually and can even decide which
data the customer may see in the monitoring section. All
this gives you unprecedented control and yet freedom
to offer various forms of integration.
Imagine your customers being able to provision their
own terminals, choosing from a range of pre-defined
products that you made available to them and then monitoring their terminals independently. It’s a new freedom
to focus on your core business rather than being interrupted through frequent support requests. Empowering
your customers with this kind of integration, governed
by rigid permission settings and comprehensive multitenancy, creates instant value on a brandnew level!
G&S SatConnect®’s custom theme and landing page
ability, combined with its multilingual capability, is the
final touch that gives it an exceptional feeling for customers anywhere around the world.
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Notification Manager

Customizable Notifications
Flexible notification configuration based on almost any event
adapts G&S SatConnect® exactly
to your needs.

In-App Notification

ALWAYS UP TO DATE

Flexible and configurable in-app
notifications direct your awareness to important events that
require your attention and input.

Keep everyone in the loop with G&S SatConnect®‘s

At the same time, stay on top of your network by

powerful notification engine! Its flexible and inno-

receiving notifications for precisely those events you

vative approach allows custom messages in multiple

deem noteworthy. Get informed whenever a batch of

languages triggered by almost any event and commu-

terminals has been provisioned successfully. Receive a

nicated via various channels. By taking advantage of

message when specific terminals of specific customers

G&S SatConnect ’s multi-tenancy capabilities, notifica-

experience connectivity issues. Notify your customers

tions and messages can even be communicated and

automatically when they are about to reach their

customized to any imaginable subset of customers and

volume allowance and offer them top-up options to

users with just a few clicks.

retain high-speed connections.

There are endless possibilities to create value for you

G&S SatConnect® covers about any scenario involving

and your customers by combining the sophisticated

any kind of messaging to your customers or event-

offers you. Imagine

based notifications. Custom messages in multiple

being able to announce your latest product addition in

languages and, in case of email communication, even

the very platform your customers use to manage and

custom branding make G&S SatConnect®’s notification

monitor their terminals. Where a simple email would

manager the most resourceful solution in the industry.

®

features that G&S SatConnect

®

be forgotten within moments, reminding them when
managing their terminals will resonate much stronger
and result in customers adopting new products quickly.

Custom Branding
For best-in-class customer relations, each email notification can
be individualized with custom

Multi-Lingual
Configure custom email messages

brandings to continuously make
your partners feel valued.

localized to multiple languages to
connect to your customers on a
whole different level.
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Tech Specs

FAST, RELIABLE
AND SCALABLE
Deployments on Premise / in Cloud

2-Factor-Authentication (2FA)

Choose which option suits your business best: an

Maintain the highest security by using 2FA on all

on-premise deployment onto your own servers to

your devices! G&S SatConnect® supports 2-Factor-

retain full control or the flexible, care-free cloud solu-

Authentication, e.g., via SAML, lifting your application

tion with little to no on-top effort at all.

security to a new level.

Clustering

System Monitoring

Scale your system horizontally to avoid bottlenecks

Extensive system monitoring capabilities, e.g., for

and ensure a smooth software experience. No matter

the physical infrastructure of your platform and the

how quick or how large, G&S SatConnect accommo-

service availability, allow early detection and remedy

dates your growth through its flexible clustering.

of potential issues before they turn into problems.

High Availability

Automated Support Tickets

Combined with the clustering option, high availabi-

In the unlikely event of outages or errors, e.g., due

lity ensures a continuous and smooth operation of

to network-level issues, G&S SatConnect® sends auto-

the portal for greatest stability and reliability. Only

mated support requests. Support engineers will start

available in combination with clustering.

working on the issue at once, ensuring quick reaction

®

Disaster Recovery

times.

When push comes to shove and a critical situ-

Modular Extension

ation does arise due to unforeseeable events,

G&S SatConnect®’s modular architecture allows quick

G&S SatConnect includes a disaster recovery option

implementation of feature requests and new ideas,

to recover your data and ensure continued operation.

making you the innovation leader in a highly compe-

®

LDAP / SAML integration

titive environment and giving you an edge over the
market.

Seamlessly integrate with your existing user base
via lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP) and
security markup language (SAML), the easiest way
to incorporate G&S SatConnect® into your existing
structures!
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Tannenhof 1

Tel:

+49 54 06 500 40 - 4

49191 Belm

Mail:

info@gs-satcom.com

Germany

Web: www.gs-satcom.com

